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in addition to, disclosing the relationship between marketing agility and customer 

brand engagement, and finally, identifying the mediator role of marketing agility in 

- Objective 

The study primary purpose is to determine the 

nature of the relationship between brand 

authenticity (BA) and customer brand engagement 

(CBE), Moreover, identifying the nature of the 

relationship between brand authenticity and 

marketing agility (MA),
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the relationship between brand authenticity and customer brand engagement for 

Egyptian telecom companies. 

- Methods 

This research philosophy comes from a positivistic paradigm which shows that 

research problem arises from the literature itself. The research sample includes 

represented in all the Egyptian telecom companies„ customers which are 

Vodafone, Etisalat and Orange. Structural equation modelling (SEM) will adopt a 

partial least square (PLS) to test the research questions. 

- Findings 

The research reached significant relationship between BA and CBE with a 

correlation coefficient (r) of (0.792) at a significant level less than (0.01), and 

significant relationship between BA and MA with a correlation coefficient (r) of 

(0.755) at a significant level less than (.01), and significant relationship between 

the MA and CBE with a correlation coefficient (r) of (0.743) at a significant level 

less than (0.01), and the significance of the path coefficients in the final 

proposed model can't be ascertained in order to verify the quality of the overall 

model according to the recorded values of ; Chi Square 0.001, goodness of fit 

index (GFI) of 0.999 (For the saturated model a perfect 1), and a root mean 

square error of approximation (RMSEA) 0.098. 

- Conclusion 

The study results indicate the existence of a significant relationship between BA 

and the participation of customers of the brand in the Egyptian telecommunications 

companies are the subject of study, and the existence of an important role for MA 
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as a mediator variable in the relationship between the authenticity of the brand and 

CBE which gives an indication that ways to enhance CBE depend on BA and MA, 

where the high level of BA (continuity ,credibility ,integrity ,symbolism) and the 

high level of MA (proactive market sensing ,speed ,flexibility ,responsiveness) 

increases the level of CBE at the macro level and for each of its dimensions 

(cognitive processing, affection factor, activation factor) separately. 

Keywords: Customer Brand Engagement (CBE), Brand Authenticity (BA), Marketing 

Agility (MA). 

Introduction: 

The increasing relevance between the concept of brand authenticity (BA) and the 

marketing discipline has gained research interest. This is best expressed in the 

statement that searching for authenticity by the customer, this is one of modern 

marketing keystones (Brown et al., 2003). Moreover, the customers„ role in brand 

engagement has been examined, which has been considered crucial to a brand's 

success (Newman & Dhar, 2014). The definition of destination BA indicates the 

extent to which customers find that a destination brand is continuous (when it is 

true to itself), credible (devoted to the customer), honest (i.e., responsible), and 

symbolic (when it is valuable to help them be themselves). To exemplify, abundant 

destinations apply technologies, as virtual reality, to demonstrate authenticity and 

strengthen their connections with customers (Morhart et al., 2015). 

Marketing agility (MA), therefore, arose as a new exemplar of meta-dynamic 

competence. It consists of distinctive capabilities. These include market perception, 
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flexibility, speed, and responsiveness. These four capabilities allow companies to 

recognize chances in a shifting environment and 

respond quickly by reforming the marketing tactics (Zhou et al., 2019). However, 

MA has not received the attention it desrves (Poolton, 2006). Also, some scholars 

envisage agility to be a critical dynamic skill (Blome et al., 2013) because it, as a 

higher- order skill, helps companies to gain, amalgamate, reconfigure resources and 

make themselves actively competitive (Vickery et al., 2010). 

The concept of customer engagement became noticeably effective in current 

marketing literature. As a new approach. It fosters brand relationships with 

customers (Gligor et al., 2019). Nevertheless, the BA role in predicting customer 

engagement with brands still needs to be studied. Therefore, it is now necessary for 

brand managers to understand how BA engages customers in a meaningful and 

integrated way, basically because of numerous benefits (customer loyalty) provided 

to companies by brand engagement. Conversely, this research raises the question 

whether BA can generate CBE which can eventually translate into positive customer 

responses to the brand (Kumar & Kaushik, 2022). 

Most studies of use and satisfaction have essentially presumed that satisfaction is a 

persistent phenomenon which arises from preexistent needs (Sundar & Limperos, 

2013). Yet, meeting the current needs of the customer could be inadequate to 

constantly attract and retain customers. In today's business environment, which is 

turbulent and competitive, engagement cannot be guaranteed even with high-

quality content and interactive components. Rather, companies must be flexible in 
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adapting to unexpected changes in the market. Advances in information 

technology infrastructures) the Internet of Things [IoT] and big data analytics) have 

provided companies with the opportunity to collect and analyze customer data in 

order to foresee their future purchasing patterns. Therefore, companies are 

expected to not only meet the customers„ stated needs, but also to proactively react 

to changes in their preferences in return for their personal data and privacy (Chuah 

et al., 2018). Failing to respond effectively can seriously affect the customer-

company relationship and eventually lead to losing the company„s market share to 

their competitors (Zhou et al., 2018). Though lacking proper consideration in the 

literature of the information systems (Chuang, 2019), agility was recognized in 

creating customer relationships, implying the potential application of agility in the 

explanation of the brand phenomenon (Chuah et al., 2020). 

Therefore, this research aims to propose the conceptual model to represent the 

relationship between (BA), (MA) and (CBE). The conceptual model could be used 

for further research empirically. The result would explore the linkage between 

research variables. It should encourage companies to have authenticity and agility 

in a future position. 

The National Telecommunication Regulatory Authority in Egypt is keen to improve 

the quality of telecommunications services provided to users, and through the 

report issued by the (National Telecommunication Regulatory Authority) in Egypt, 

2021, the following: 
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• 44 regions out of a total of 81 regions suffer from poor service quality. 

• For Vodafone: 21 out of 81 regions suffer from poor quality of voice and data 

services. 

• For Orange: 31 out of 81 regions suffer from poor quality of voice and data 

services. 

•For Etisalat: 37 out of 81 regions suffer from poor quality of voice and data 

services. 

It was also noticed a decrease in the average data download speed for Vodafone 

and Etisalat, with the stability of Orange for the same period. 

The National Telecommunications Regulatory Authority also issued the third report 

on the opinion of mobile phone users to measure their satisfaction with the 

services provided to them. This report issued in October 2021 clarified the 

following: 

• None of the four companies exceeded 80% in customer satisfaction with the 

company's branches. 

• As for the waiting time inside the branches, the percentage of satisfaction for all 

chakras did not exceed 75%, meaning that the percentage of anger exceeded 25%. 

• In terms of the diversity of systems and offers, the highest company got 65% of 

customer satisfaction. 
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• As for the quality of the voice service, it did not reach 80% of the company in 

terms of the quality of the voice, and the highest company got 78%. 

• Regarding the quality of the Internet service, none of the three companies reached 

75%, and the highest company was 74% in the quality of the Internet service, and 

customer anger exceeded 25% of the four companies, i.e., almost more than a 

quarter of the customers of mobile companies in Egypt are angry at the four 

telecom companies. 

• The percentage of customer service was similar to the quality of internet service: 

the highest company reached 76% and the lowest company reached 61%. 

• With regard to solving complaints, the percentage of complaints received in the 

four companies did not exceed 70%, i.e., close to a third of Internet and mobile 

users in Egypt suffer from problems in resolving their complaints. 

• As for billing and accounting accuracy, no company reached 70% and the highest 

company reached 68% in accounting accuracy, which means that more than a third 

of users suffer from inaccurate billing and accounts with the three mobile 

companies in Egypt. 

Some previous studies have explained that service quality is associated with 

customer engagement (Lee et al., 2018). Customer engagement indicates emotional 

attachment to a brand or medium, causing more interaction with the object 

(Thakur, 2018). Roy et al. have highlighted how significant is the ease of service on 

customer engagement (Roy et al., 2018). Chang et al. opine that overall service 
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quality has a considerable impact on customer engagement behavior. 

Consequently, service quality is an important antecedent of customer engagement. 

Moreover, this study seeks to examine the direct and indirect relationships between 

BA and CBE and study the mediating role effect of MA on this relationship in the 

context of Egyptian telecom companies. Hence, the research problem is determined 

in need to identify to what extent BA influence the CBE for Egyptian telecom 

companies; and examine the mediating role of MA on that relation. Thus, the 

research problem can be framed into specific questions, including the following: 

(1) What relationship between BA and CBE for Egyptian telecom companies? 

(2) What relationship between BA and MA for Egyptian telecom companies? 

(3) What relationship between MA and CBE for Egyptian telecom companies? 

(4) What role MA plays in the relationship between BA and CBE among Egyptian 

telecom companies? 

Mainly, this research objective is to examine the direct and indirect relations 

between BA and CBE. In addition, it investigates the mediating role of MA on that 

relationship in the context of the Egyptian telecom companies. This main objective 

is divided into some sub-objectives as follows: 

(1) Determining the nature of the relationship between BA and CBE for Egyptian 

telecom companies. 
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(2) Identifying the nature of the relationship between BA and MA for Egyptian 

telecom companies. 

(3) Disclosing of the relationship between MA and CBE for the Egyptian telecom 

companies. 

(4) Identifying the mediator role of MA in the relationship that exists between BA 

and CBE for Egyptian telecom companies. 

Literature Review & Hypotheses Development: 

(1) Brand Authenticity: 

The concept of BA was associated, according to earlier conceptualizations, with one 

specific, well-defined meaning (Safeer et al.,2023). However, there is a consensus 

that BA has a wide range of meanings. Authenticity is a well-established concept in 

various disciplines. This includes philosophy, anthropology, and sociology. 

Conceptual definitions of authenticity are not the same in these disciplines. 

However, authenticity is consistently related to being historically based and 

established in both tradition and heritage. 

BA gained attention in marketing literature as the early as 2000 onward. When 

authenticity is translated into the context of branding, a brand is considered 

authentic when it is identified as accurate and genuine (Gilmore & Pine, 2007) 

while inspired by sincere passion (Beverland et al., 2008). Academic studies on BA 

evolved side by side with a current concentration on authenticity through 
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corporate brand management. Firms have recognised (BA) as a possible attribute 

for differentiation. Some scholars even presume that such development is a 

significant alteration in the marketing history, noting that it is not quality which 

differentiates anymore but authenticity (Gilmore & Pine, 2007). 

Customers„ desire for authenticity is well established centuries ago (Grayson & 

Martinec, 2004). However, commercializing, regulated mass production and 

products homogenization have revived the current specific value of BA (Rose & 

Wood, 2005). In the global and hyper-competitive market of present day, 

customers are increasingly using products to reconnect with places, history, culture, 

and each other (Napoli et al., 2014). This revived sense of authenticity can also be 

recognized as a reflection to times when customers look for something reliable 

which is privileged with continuity (Moulard et al., 2016) 

In the era of growing commercialization, customers are inundated with pointless 

offers of the market (Morhart et al., 2015). Consequently, whilst this chaos, aware 

companies consider market offerings that approach clients closer to authenticity 

(Audrezet et al., 2020). In addition, marketers are progressively using authenticity 

to place their business and obtain strategies of product attraction (Lu et al., 2015). 

Applying the authenticity concept to contemporary customer research has critically 

pushed the discussion and the application of authenticity in marketing literature 

(Rose & Wood, 2005). Afterwards, authenticity in customer research was discussed 

on a larger scale (Joo et al., 2019; Napoli et al., 2014). Also, the application of 

authenticity was slightly expanded to brand context (Dwivedi & McDonald, 2018) 
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to explore its prominent antecedents and consequences. Admittedly, a sense of 

continuity is provided by authenticity among changes and doubts (Fritz et al., 

2017). It also provides a distinctive position for brands (Lu et al., 2015), enhances 

receptiveness of messages (Audrezet et al., 2020), gives credibility towards brands 

(Becker et al., 2019), helps realize customer satisfaction (Bruhn et al., 2012) and 

may also help explain customer brand attitudes (Napoli et al., 2014). 

 Applying and realizing the potential of authenticity necessitates that the 

marketers must understand the nature of authenticity (Schallehn et al., 2014). In 

this respect, authenticity was explained several times. For example, Beverland & 

Farrelly (2010) delineated that authenticity encapsulates 'authenticity', 

'genuineness' and 'truth'. According to Schallehn et al. (2014) authenticity indicates 

'original' and it is contrasted with 'copy'. In their works, Bruhn et al. (2012) 

trustworthiness describes authenticity. Likewise, authenticity has been approached 

from several frameworks including objectivist, constructivist, existentialist 

(Chhabra, 2010; Wang, 2007), postmodernist, and realistic (Reisinger & Steiner, 

2006). Three perspectives, namely objectivist, constructivist, and existentialist 

encompass all the current conceptualizations authenticity.   

In the Objectivist perspective, authenticity is regarded as an objectively measurable 

quality of an entity that experts can assess (Moulard et al., 2016). From the 

viewpoint of the constructivist perspective, authenticity projects from one's beliefs, 

potentials, and prospects onto an entity (Wang, 1999). Finally, the existentialist 

perspective defines authenticity as being associated with self rather than an 
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external entity and includes the concept that authenticity indicates being true to 

oneself (Golomb, 1995). 

Promoted by the conceptual support of psychological property theory, authenticity 

helped advance research in various settings. It has especially obtained popularity in 

customer research due to its more comprehensive utilization in brands, 

representing the enduring relationship of brands with customers (Thürridl et al., 

2020). A study by (Vikas & Vikrant, 2021) has found the significance of authentic 

brands in creating a psychological feeling of brand ownership. 

Numerous sources of BA were examined according to indexical and iconic 

authenticity. Regarding brand index cues, pertinent studies indicate that brand 

permanence, actual age, and behavior (e.g., keeping promises, weak commercial 

intentions, social responsibility, and not overly pursuing market trends) are 

essential drivers of BA (Carsana & Jolibert, 2018). keeping promises, ineffective 

commercial intentions, social responsibility, and not overly tracking market trends) 

are important drivers of BA (Carsana & Jolibert, 2018). By means of comparison, the 

claimed history, tradition, heritage, and association with culture are significant 

iconic cues that outline BA (Fritz & Schoenmueller, 2017). 

BA heritage is remarkably important in authentic brand communication that 

associates brands with brands„ longevity, historical traditions, or places of 

production and craftsmanship. For example, in brand communication, the short 

sentence “since [years]” which expresses brand„s longevity indicates the extent to 

which customers distinguish the brand as a long-standing brand. In addition, a 
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brand's longevity can indicate brand management's sincerity and passion, which 

customers view as expressive of a genuine concern in the product or service. 

Empirical research also assists this hypothesis by showing that heritage cues 

successfully induce customer approaches of BA (Safeer et al., 2023). 

The desire of the customers for authentic commodities and brands thus arises in 

the current market context characterized by standardization and homogenisation 

(Guèvremont & Grohmann, 2018). Conceptual literature posits that customers 

value (BA) as a that shows continuity between the past and the present. Concerning 

positive outcomes of perceived BA, substantial evidence is provided by empirical 

literature for positive customer responses to a range of relevant psychological and 

behavioral variables. First, through sorting these findings hierarchically based on 

effects, brand authenticity positively impacts on brand attitude. Second, perceived 

BA increases quality anticipations. Third, perceived BA raises purchase intentions, 

in the same manner as choice and positive word of mouth. Finally, BA increases 

customer WTP's price premium (Fritz et al., 2017). Moreover, the positive 

relationship between BA and customer brand trust is further proven by numerous 

studies (Portal et al., 2019). 

(2) Marketing Agility: 

Several definitions have been generated by a multitude of agility studies originating 

from various business disciplines. These include manufacturing, management, and 

marketing (Eckstein et al., 2015). However, standard features arise from these 

definitions. First, agility is an organizational ability. Companies with solid agility 
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show a better adaptation to market changes than competitors do. Second, the 

definitions indicate that agility's key features are proactivity, responsiveness, speed, 

and flexibility. Third, agility involves feeling and reaction (Eckstein et al., 2015). 

Third, agility is envisaged as both proactive and reactive. It includes both 

proactively creating change and quickly identifying and responding to 

opportunities and. Fourth, agility can be defined as domain specific. Companies can 

be agile in one or more areas as, for example, processes which are customer-based 

or development of products (Roberts & Grover, 2012). 

The agility concept emerging from research has been integrated into strategies and 

operations of the business. Then, it has expanded to other areas such as 

manufacturing, supply chains and marketing (Russell & Swanson, 2019). However, 

the MA conceptualization, a relatively new phenomenon, is still in its beginnings 

(Hagen et al., 2019). Also, definitions from two separate perspectives were 

provided by literature. Using the theoretical lens of dynamic capabilities, the first 

perspective deals with MA as meta-capabilities which help companies promptly 

adapt their tactics to changing requirements of the market (Zhou et al., 2019). The 

other perspective posits that MA encompasses different strategic procedures and 

concentrates on how reforming strategies can enhance the firm's response to 

change (Gomes et al., 2019). 

Discussions about MA are in the early stages. MA is defined according to (Accardi-

Petersen. 2011) as being able to outperform a company„s competition in the market 

by being agile enough to readjust resources as required. Nevertheless, this 
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definition does not greatly help develop frameworks necessary to measure this 

concept, which is important in the early phases of these discussions. MA is 

suggested to allow companies to change their marketing efforts to respond 

promptly to the changing needs of the customers, market circumstances and 

strategic growth requirements. Companies which have high MA prepare for 

change. In these companies, departments of marketing collaborate with other 

departments to satisfy the needs of the customers and businesses simultaneously 

(Zhou et al.,2019). 

MA implies proactiveness that„s why Companies expect customer demand, acquire 

and retain customers. Also, MA suggests dynamic research to recognize current and 

possible needs. Poolton (2006) suggests that MA is an element of the strategic 

framework of agility. Manufacturing flexibility and MA are significant for 

companies to compete successfully. 

Customer flexibility means that companies can detect and react to customer-based 

opportunities (Roberts & Grover, 2012). MA is definable as the companies„ ability 

to both expect, sense and react quickly to market opportunities. Agile companies 

are therefore, not limited to merely observing customer-related opportunities and 

gathering information from competitors, merchants, and service providers. 

 The marketing excellence includes actions that can be classified into three 

categories which are content based. Namely these are the priority of the marketing 

ecosystem, the priority of the end-user, and the priority of MA. This result is 

associated with the character of marketing excellence as a sort of strategy. These 
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activity categories are labelled as marketing excellence priorities to reflect the 

strategic means companies must achieve organic growth. In addition, MA 

stimulates the modularizing tasks and processes that make organizations able to act 

flexibly and faster than within traditional structures such as departmental areas 

(Homburg et al., 2020)   

MA addresses possibilities at a tactical level by enabling companies to respond 

swiftly to new circumstances (Osei et al., 2019). For example, when a company 

enters an overseas market, it must determine whether to adopt or replicate its 

national marketing program. MA can help the company recognize and understand 

those needs. Further, companies can adjust their marketing program to suit the host 

country (Gomes et al., 2019). In this respect, MA is crucial for emerging markets 

which operate in AE markets. Guillén et al., (2009) opine that emerging companies 

which operate in AE markets should increase their knowledge of key abilities and 

competition in these markets so that they can improve their performance. Also, 

emerging markets encounter difficulties when they integrate into a new market 

with different market circumstances including shifting customer demands, negative 

perceptions about product quality etc. These circumstances result in persistent 

changes in the competitive environment of emerging companies in AE markets 

(Williamson et al., 2013). 

AE markets offer opportunities for EM companies to grow. However, to act 

effectively in AE markets, these companies need unique capabilities. Hence, 

through proactive detection, agility, and responsiveness, marketing agility can help 
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EM companies cope with shifting demands and risks which arise from the high 

complexity of AE markets (Osei et al., 2019). 

Considering these concepts, this study deals with agility from a marketing 

viewpoint. Thus, MA is definable as the company ability to expect, spot marketing 

opportunities proactively, respond quickly, flexibly to those opportunities to meet 

the market's needs and better meet customer needs (Zhou et al., 2019). 

Agility does not necessarily rely on information processing. However, market 

orientation is embedded in information processing. Therefore, information is acted 

on in accordance with after it has been collected and distributed across 

departments. It is noteworthy that companies can act without the information 

being spread across departments. When information is spread across departments, 

responses might be delayed, and flexibility could be reduced. Agility induces 

quickly and creatively reconfiguring existing options that benefit unforeseeable 

business changes (Nemkova, 2017). On the contrary, market orientation does not 

necessitate neither being speed nor flexible. 

(3) Customer Brand Engagement: 

CBE underlines the relationship between the customer and the brand (Brodie et al., 

2011). Recently, CBE has gained attention in branding and as critical to successful 

branding and customer loyalty (France et al., 2016). Service quality and perceived 

value are recognized as main drivers of brand loyalty. Therefore, brand engagement 

can have a more considerable impact (So et al., 2016). Moreover, the significance of 
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understanding CBE is highlighted in previous studies (Algharabat et al., 2021). Also, 

recent studies have investigated the concept growth of customer engagement 

between brands in a diversity of environments (Kumar & Kaushik, 2020).  

The engagement concept has been approached in different disciplines, such as 

political science, sociology (Morton et al,.2012), or psychology and organizational 

behavior. However, it is not until 2005 when the terms customer engagement and 

CBE emerged within the marketing and service literature (Brodie et al., 2011). 

From the viewpoint of Dolan et al., (2019) customer engagement was regarded as a 

psychological condition that surpasses involvement since it includes interactive and 

co-creative experiences with a focus object. Dwivedi (2015) suggests that customer 

loyalty is a customer state of mind, which is described as positive, fulfilling, 

characterized by drive, devotion and absorption. 

A broader definition of customer engagement was provided by Pansari & Kumar., 

(2017) from their viewpoint, it encompasses all customers„ activities which are to a 

company. They also define customer engagement as the procedures a customer 

builds value for a company that contributes either directly through acquisitions or 

indirectly through non-purchase responses (Pansari & Kumar., 2017). 

Gupta et al., (2018) broadened the framework of customer engagement to a 

worldwide context when they considered the cultural and economic factors of 

different countries. Kumar thinks that companies should engage with their 

customers in a beneficial way. Four metrics were identified by Kumar et al., (2010) 
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Namely, these are customer longevity (CLV), customer recommendation, customer 

influencer and customer knowledge. With these metrics, companies can measure 

customer loyalty score. Out of these four metrics, only CLV is precisely associated 

with a company's profit, while the other three metrics are related to the profit in an 

indirect way. 

Practices of customer engagement were classified in accordance with different 

phases of the company-customer relationship. Consequently, how companies deal 

with prospects/new customers differs greatly from how they handle existing/loyal 

customers and those who consider switching. Customer engagement is admittedly 

liable to different conceptualizations, there is an increasing agreement among 

scholars that customer engagement is a construct which is described as ‘context-

specific„ (Hollebeek et al., 2019). 

CBE can be defined as a positively assessed brand-related activity which can be 

described as cognitive, emotional, and behavioral. This activity of the customer 

happens either during or related to focal customer/brand with different thoughts 

(Hollebeek et al. 2014; Harrigan et al., 2017). Therefore, the study of Hollebeek et 

al. (2014) envisages the conceptualization of brand engagement by customers.  

Attitudes associated with customer engagement are further than buying (Lemon & 

Verhoef, 2016). Customer engagement happens when customers show readiness 

to interact with either brands or companies such as stakeholders (Kumar, 2018). 

Also, customer engagement is envisaged as multidimensional concept which puts 

together emotional, cognitive, and behavioral dimensions (Rosado-Pinto et al., 
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2020). Besides these dimensions, some scholars add a social dimension of 

customer engagement (Vivek et al., 2012). 

      Various perspectives indicate the behavioral characteristics of the customer-

business association and initiate CEBs: customer engagement behaviors (Van 

Doorn et al., 2010). These behaviors include word-of-mouth, endorsements, 

blogging, writing from reviews or assisting other customers. It was proposed that 

brands use online and social media strategically to generate customer engagement 

and, consequently, increase enjoyment (Rietveld et al., 2020). We, however, opine 

that such a strategy may not be workable for all brands. Also, the success of this 

strategy depends on to what extent entertainment initiatives are identified as 

authentic to the brand (Eigenraam et al., 2021). 

The study follows this methodology. We use a scale which was developed 

specifically for measuring customer brand engagement for the social media context 

(Hollebeek et al., 2014). This approach spans three dimensions. The first is the 

“Cognitive Processing.” By cognitive processing it is meant the degree of both brand 

thought processing and embellishment of a customer in a specific customer-brand 

interaction. The second dimension is “Affection” which reflects the extent of 

positive brand-related affect a customer has in a specific interaction and activation 

between customer and brand. The third, and final, dimension is “Activation” which 

indicates the amount of time, effort, and energy invested in a brand in a specific 

customer-brand interaction (Chen et al., 2020). 
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(4) The relationship between BA and CBE: 

Authentic brands are connected to customers„ positive behavioral and 

psychological reactions. Many previous studies assessed the positive psychological 

impacts of BA on brand attitude (Spiggle et al., 2012), psychological brand 

ownership (Kumar & Kaushal, 2021), customer- brand relationships (Oh et al., 

2019), product quality (Moulard et al., 2016), and brand credibility (Napoli et al., 

2014). Based on the behavioral outcome perspective of BA, purchase intent, brand 

loyalty and recommendation readiness were examined under different conditions. 

To wrap up, previous studies focusing on the implications of brand authenticity 

highlighted how significant is the customer insight into BA to determine customer 

psychological and behavioral reactions. Nevertheless, further in-depth studies are 

still needed to examine the association between BA and CBE, which is an essential 

goal of marketing. 

Perceptions of an authentic brand are likely to connect customers in various ways 

since authentic brands increase customers' interactive and co-creative practices 

(Morhart et al., 2015), that is essential for customer brand engagement (Hollebeek 

et al., 2014). Also, BA emphasizes a customer's identity (Beverland & Farrelly, 

2010). When a consumer strongly associates with a brand, he is more likely to 

connect with it and to exhibit identification such brand through performing 

additional role behaviors such as product feedback, proactive communication, 

word- of-mouth, etc. Customers look for authenticity for consuming brand. Hence, 

they basically react to perceived authentic brands (Rose & Wood, 2005). 
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Further dimensions of perceived BA are credibility, integrity, and continuity. These 

dimensions invoke attitudes of loyalty and truth in customers towards that brand. 

This can eventually be expressed in insights regarding the brand's commitment to 

its customers (Morhart et al., 2015). To exemplify, credibility shares some 

similarities with trust, reliability, honesty and sincerity. Credibility may appeal to 

customers with perceived authentic brands as an incentive for accomplishing their 

expectations. Continuity reflects the topicality and historicity of a brand. Continuity 

shares similarities with heritage and origin. Consequently, continuity generates a 

sense of involvement, since customers may express a desired behavior towards 

authentic brands (Kumar & Kaushik, 2022). 

Similarly, integrity is similar to virtue and commercial disinterest. It potentially 

engages customers because when a brand performs appropriately and morally it 

develops a sense of authenticity, and integrity stands for ethical purity and staying 

faithful to their morals. Lastly, there are similarities between symbolism and 

connection benefits on one hand, and brand self- connection on the other. It echoes 

a possible source for identity construction. Symbolism can promote engagement as 

customers advocate brands that tone with their identity. For example, customers 

are inclined to engage with brands that encompass factors of credibility, continuity, 

integrity, and symbolism (Kumar & Kaushik, 2022). Consequently, bridging the gap 

in the association between different dimensions of perceived BA and customer BA, 

this study assumes the following: 
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H1: BA has a positive impact on CBE for Egyptian telecom companies. 

                       (5) The relationship between BA and MA: 

Bashman (2019) study shows that a sufficing strategic approach to serve a 

concurrent marketing brand strategy does not exist. Managers should constantly 

look for unconventional ways to create revenues. However, the management 

executive level does not underpin agility and is more devoted in the bottom line 

rather than serving customer needs. New technologies should also be adopted by 

the managers. Besides, managers have to enhance the budget to grow sources to 

adapt a digitized perspective to the market. 

BA supports purpose. It is also fundamental in communicating brands to efficiently 

deploy customer attitudes on social media to create profound brand relationships. 

Meaningful content also reinforces purpose to improve the insight into a brand„s 

value, it is where you can exhibit the concept of leadership to the viewers, creating 

trust and finally brand loyalty. The content should be honest. Otherwise, by no 

means will it be able to communicate since consumers see pushing tactics through 

fake product. This also necessitates that when mistakes happen, business has to be 

fully accountable for the brand to maintain its continuity. It frequently consults 

agility since prompt response times to customer enquiries and disputes should be 

dealt with urgently. Altogether, these indicate that a positive BA will enhance 

customers' MA. This study thereby hypothesizes: 

H2. BA has a positive impact on MA for Egyptian telecom companies. 
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(6) The relationship between MA and CBE: 

Interactive marketing research considers customer engagement a prerequisite for 

achieving superior brand performance (Chahal & Rani, 2017). Literature proposed 

several definitions of customer engagement. A sample of examples will suffice. 

Bowden (2009) describes customer engagement as “a psychological process that 

develops the principal procedures through which loyalty can be preserved for 

consumers who habitually purchase a service brand”. For Blasco- Arcas et al. (2016) 

customer engagement is definable as “a concept that interactively draws the 

attention of individuals to a brand, as well as the empowerment which results from 

the interaction with the brand”.  

Perceived agility includes being able to quickly recognize and address customer 

needs. Therefore, we argue that perceived agility reinforces customer engagement. 

Agility was proved to boost the brand„s ability to engage with its customers and was 

associated with greater customer satisfaction (Gligor, 2014). Perceived brand 

interactivity (Gligor et al., 2019) and brand satisfaction (Van Doorn et al., 2010) 

have positive impact on customer engagement. Therefore, keeping in mind the 

theoretical reasons, we argue that perceived agility of brand social media can 

influence customer loyalty. When customers view a brand as flexible, they highly 

likely show a noticeable degree of customer engagement (Gligor & Bozkurt, 2021). 

Thereby we suppose the following hypothesis: 

 H3: Marketing agility has a positive impact on customer brand engagement 

for Egyptian telecom companies. 
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These arguments in the literature review indicate that MA has a positive and 

significant impact on CBE and BA. The researcher will study MA as a mediating 

variable between CBE and BA. Based on this explanation, the hypothesis 

formulated is shown as follows: 

H4: MA has a mediating role between CBE and BA for Egyptian telecom companies. 

METHODOLOGY: 

It is regarded the research design is crucial for realizing the research's reliability and 

validity. Yin (2003) announced that it is an outline used to make the research. 

Kothari (2004) confirmed that a research design is the conditions' explanation for 

the goal of collecting and analyzing data which are needed for resolving the 

research problem or realizing the research purpose. The Purpose of the Research 

The present research falls into one of these categories. It is causal in nature which 

identifies the relationships between BA and CBE.  

Research strategies have been adopted for identifying sources of collecting data 

and imitations of the research. For benefiting the researcher, those strategies assist 

in providing data that can answer the research questions or accomplish the 

research objectives. Neergaard & Ulhøi (2007) and Saunders et al. (2009) 

mentioned that several types of research strategies exist such as survey, 

experiment, case study, grounded theory, and action research. The researcher 

focused only on survey strategy to mention. 
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Saunders et al. (2012) announced that survey is frequently adopted to answer the 

questions of who, what, how much and how many. Gray (2013) stated that this 

strategy used in explanatory (Causal) research and associated with the deduction 

approach. Ordinarily, questionnaires and interviews that are structured in nature 

are used for collecting data that are quantitative. The affiliations among the 

research variables are described by the data. Saunders et al. (2009) added that this 

strategy employs statistical analysis to accomplish the results of the research. 

The present study aims to explore the association between brand authenticity and 

customer brand engagement. Survey is generally adopted in this research in order 

to answer the what, how much, and how many questions. Furthermore, this 

strategy associates with the deduction approach and collects data in a quantitative 

way. Moreover, a probable clarification for the association between the variables of 

the research can be proposed by using the data which were collected from the 

survey strategy. Thus, the survey is the best strategy adopted in this research 

because of its strong correlation with the philosophy of the research, deduction 

approach and quantitative method. 

(1) Data Collection: 

There are two common methods for collecting data, namely primary data and 

secondary data. Primary data are collected to handle a certain topic. These data 

could be quantitative in nature such as questionnaires and structured interviews, or 

qualitative in nature such as interviews which are semi-structured or unstructured, 

observations, focus groups, and case studies. Moreover, to any researcher, data that 
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are secondary are accessible in order to obtain only what is needed. So, they are not 

collected for specific topics. Primary data were collected by the researcher using a 

questionnaire directed to the study„s population and in-depth interviews with a 

random sample of customers of telecommunication companies in Egypt, where the 

data was then analyzed and used to test the hypotheses in order to reach the 

results. Furthermore, secondary data were collected from the National 

Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (NTRA) in order to know the firms' 

names, numbers, and locations. 

      Two techniques are used for data collection: Questionnaires and interviews. 

Only questionnaires are adopted in this study. Saunders et al. (2009) 

acknowledged that questionnaire usually can be used for explanatory research. 

Gray (2013) confirmed that the questionnaire survey is a very useful method for 

gathering data and has the subsequent advantages: 

• The questionnaire can be completed quickly by the respondents. 

• The analysis of data for closed questions is simple. 

• The data inflow is fast and from many people. 

• It costs less in terms of both time and money, in case of being compared to 

the cost of an interview. 

• Questionnaires permit greater anonymity. Subsequently, it is appropriate 

when the survey handles sensitive issues. 
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(2) The study variables and their measures: 

The current research explored the role of BA (Independent variable) in CBE 

(Dependent variable). AM the mediator variable. Measurement items were 

approved from different scales from previous studies. The scale items had to be 

reshaped to suit the Egyptian language and make the questionnaire 

understandable. For measuring the variables, a five-point Likert scale was used 

ranging from strongly disagree 

(1) to strongly agree (5). 

(A) The independent variable: Brand Authenticity: 

We adopted a scale using different brands and customer samples into a 15-item 

four- factor correlated model (continuity, credibility, integrity, symbolism) (Morhart 

et al.,2015). The independent variable is shown in table (1). 
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Table (1) 

Independent variable's measurement items 
Brand 

Authenticity 
scale 

No Item Reference (s) 

1 A brand with a history  

 

 

 

 

Morhart et 

al.,2015 

2 A timeless brand 

3 A brand that survives times 
4 A brand that survives trends 

5 A brand that will not betray you 
6 A brand that accomplishes its value promise 

7 An honest brand 

8 A brand that gives back to its consumers 

9 A brand with moral principles 

10 A brand true to a set of moral values 

11 A brand that cares about its consumers 

12 A brand that adds meaning to people’s lives 

13 A brand that reflects important values people care about 

14 A brand that connects people with what is really selves 

15 A brand that connects people with what is really important 

 

(B) The dependent variable: CBE: 

Items for measuring CBE were adopted from (Hollebeek et al.,2014). The scale consists 

of 10 items. The dependent variable is shown in table (2). 
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Table (2) 

Dependent variable's measurement items 
Customer Brand Engagement 

No Item Reference (s) 

1 Brand (Vodafone, Orange, Etisalat) captures my attention.  

 

 

 

 

Hollebeek et 

al.,2014 

2 I think about the brand (Vodafone, Orange, Etisalat) 

a lot when I'm using it. 

3 Using brand (Vodafone, Orange, Etisalat) 

stimulates my interest to learn more about it. 

4 I feel strong positive emotions when I use brand (Vodafone, Orange, 

Etisalat). 

5 Using brand (Vodafone, Orange, Etisalat) makes me happy. 

6 I feel good when I use brand (Vodafone, Orange, Etisalat). 

7 I'm proud to use brand (Vodafone, Orange, Etisalat). 

8 I spend a lot of time using brand (Vodafone, 

Orange, Etisalat), compared with other destination brands. 

 

9 Whenever I'm in the market for a destination brand, 

I usually think about brand (Vodafone, Orange, Etisalat). 

 

10 Brand (Vodafone, Orange, Etisalat) is one of the brands I usually use 

when I use a destination brand 

 

(C)The mediator variable: Marketing Agility: 

Items for measuring MA were adopted (Khan, 2020; Zhou et al., 2019). The brand 

image scale consists of 18 items. The mediator variable is shown in table (3). 
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Table (3) 

Mediating variable's measurement items 
Marketing Agility scale 

No. Item Reference 
(s) 

1 We continuously scan and sense emerging market trends and events in our 
export market. 

 

 

 

 

 

Khan, H.,2020 

Zhou et al.2019 

2 We are quite alert to changing market condition in export market. 

3 Everyone in our company is sensitized to listen to latent problems and 
opportunities in the export market. 

4 We anticipate our export market trends and events 
accurately before they are fully apparent. 

5 We effectively listen to, understand, and rapidly respond to relevant 
export  marketplace conversations. 

6 We can meet customer's changing needs faster 
than our competitors. 

7 We compress time from product concept to 
marketing to respond quickly to the changes in customer needs. 

8 We can quickly change our product mix in 
response to changing market opportunities. 

9 We are fast at changing activities that do not lead 
to the desired effects. 

10 We are flexible when dealing with the changes in 
market requirements. 

11 We make adjustment in dealing with the 

requirements to cope with changing circumstance. 

12 When some unexpected situation arises, we would rather work out with 

creation/adjustment rather 

than keeping the original offering. 
13 We quickly decide how to respond to competitor price changes 
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(1) Research Population and Sample Size: 

As mentioned before in the research context, this research will focus on the 

Egyptian telecommunication companies which are: Vodafone Egypt, Orange Egypt 

and Etisalat Egypt. So, the population under the investigation in this research will be 

all the Egyptian customers of the telecommunication companies (Vodafone Egypt, 

Orange Egypt and Etisalat Egypt). The sample unit in this research will be the 

customers of the telecommunication companies in Egypt. 

According to the large size of population (88, 000,000) of this study, so to obtain 

a representative sample for the study, the researcher used the following formula to 

calculate convenient sample size. This calculation takes a sampling error of (+/- 5%), 

95% confidence level and a maximum variation in the population (i.e. 50%). The 

results from the mentioned computation have resulted a sample size of 384. 

The following table (4) Number of customers of the telecommunication 

companies: 

Table (4) 

Number of customers of the telecommunication companies 

Source: Developed by the Researcher according to The National Telecommunications 

Regulatory Authority, May2021. 

 

Company name N 
Orange Egypt 28,700,000 

Vodafone Egypt 39,400,0000 
Etisalat Egypt 19,900,000 
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As mentioned before, this study uses the quantitative research approach, in 

particular online survey method to receive data from participants. Online surveys 

are low in costs and it is possible to reach high number of people. 

The present study created an online survey using Google Forms. Google Forms is a 

common tool for creating surveys and forwarding them. Google Form is easy to use 

and has many useful features to create an appealing online survey. The link for the 

study is generated by Google Forms and can be easily distributed afterwards. 

To check whether there are any technical issues with the online survey or if any 

questions are hard to understand a pilot test is done before the official distribution of 

the questionnaire. A pilot test is basically a pretesting of the questionnaire, before 

collecting the data. After a pilot test with 15 participants from the generation Y, the 

online survey is contributed to family, friends and co-workers (all within generation 

Y) using personal emails in a first step. 

Furthermore, the online survey is distributed to respondents by using the social 

media platform Facebook. Due to the social media relation of this PhD thesis, a good 

way to find respondents and gather data from them is to use social media. 

The primary data collection procedure took from February,2023 to May,2023. 

All answers are automatically collected by Google Forms and ultimately, the data 

can be exported into an Excel sheet for further data cleaning purposes. 
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)2( Data Analysis: 

According to Hague (2006) and Kolkailah (2010), selecting the relevant 

statistical technique depends on the nature or characteristics of data, and the 

relevance of the technique to the research question (Gupta, 2002)  .  

Therefore, several methods of analysis were employed: 

(6/1) Sample distribution according to the demographic variables (gender, age, 

education, status, income) regarding the frequency and the percentage. 

(6/2) Cronbach's Alpha to test the reliability of questionnaires. Cronbach's 

alpha" for testing internal consistency reliability of used multi-item measurement 

scale, as Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill (2009) stated that Cronbach's alpha is the 

most regularly utilized method to "measure internal consistency." 

(6/3) Confirmatory factor analysis" ("CFA") for testing the construct validity of 

used measurement scales, as well as "Multiple regression analysis" for hypotheses 

testing, because the "multiple regression analysis" aims to anticipate the changes 

that may occur in the "dependent variable" depending on its "covariance with the 

independent variables"(Kothari, 2004). 

(6/4) Calculating descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation) for all main 

variables and their dimensions. These techniques are used to identify the rate of the 

presence of each variable in the research sample and the rate of its dispersion . 
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(6/5) To identify the strength, direction, effect and significance of relationships 

among variables, correlations, regression analysis and structural equation modeling 

(SEM) were used. 

Hypothesis Testing: 

The researcher relied on a number of different sources when formulating the 

hypotheses of the study, especially the previous studies that are directly and 

indirectly related to the current study Problem, and based on the problem of the 

study and the questions related to it, the hypotheses of the study were formulated in 

the form of proof, which will be tested in order to reach the results of the study. 

A Correlation matrix was conducted to investigate the relationship between the 

research variables; Customer Brand Engagement, Brand Authenticity, and Marketing 

Agility. Pearson correlation was used to measure the direction and the strength of 

the relationship between independent and dependent, Mediator variables, if the 

level of significant is less than (0.05) it indicates that the presence of a significant 

relationship and if the significance level is greater than (0.05) this indicates that 

there is no statistically significant relationship. 
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Table (5) 

Pearson Correlation between Research Variables 
 

Dimensions 
Brand 

Authenticity 

Customer Brand 

Engagement 

Marketing 

Agility 

 

Brand Authenticity 

Pearson 

Correlation 

1   

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00   

N 343   

 

Customer Brand 

Engagement 

Pearson 

Correlation 

0.792** 1  

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000 0.000  

N 343 343  

 

Marketing Agility 

Pearson 

Correlation 

0.755** 0.743** 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000 0.000 0.000 

N 343 343 343 

Source: Prepared by the researcher based on the results of the statistical analysis 

(SPSS). 

** Significant level 0.01 

The previous table (5) shows the following results: 

 The coefficient of correlations is equal (0.755), which means that there is a 

positive relationship between independent variable (Brand Authenticity) and 

mediating variable (Marketing Agility). 

 The coefficient of correlations is equal (0.792), which means that there is a 
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positive relationship between independent variable (Brand Authenticity) and 

dependent variable (Customer Brand Engagement). 

 The coefficient of correlations is equal (0.743), which means that there is a 

positive relationship between dependent variable (Brand Authenticity) and 

mediating variable (Marketing Agility). 

Table (6) shows a significant positive relationship between the research variables 

with a Pearson correlation coefficient is ranging between (0.743) and (0.792) at p-

value (level of significant less) than 0.01. 

Table (6) 

Pearson correlation between Brand Authenticity and Customer Brand Engagement 

Relationship r Sig. 
Brand Authenticity and Customer Brand Engagement 0.792 .01** 

Source: Prepared by the researcher based on the results of the statistical analysis 

(SPSS). 

** Significant level 0.01 

A statistically significant relationship is indicated by table (6) between the Brand 

Authenticity and Customer Brand Engagement with a recorded correlation 

coefficient (r) of (0.792) at a significant level less than (.01). Thus, H1 is accepted 

were a significant positive impact of Brand Authenticity on Customer Brand 

Engagement was proved. Moreover, the researcher resorted to the following 

regression analysis, as shown in the following table (7) and figures (6/9) and 

(6/10), in an effort to conclude the extent to which Brand Authenticity impacts 

Customer Brand Engagement. 
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Table (7) 

The Effect of the "Brand Authenticity" on "Customer Brand Engagement" using 

Liner Regression 
 

  

                    Source: Prepared by the researcher based on the results of the 

statistical analysis (SPSS). 

** Significant level 0.01 

 

As demonstrated in the above table (7) at a level of significance of less than 0.01, 

the recorded coefficient of determination R2 concludes that Brand Authenticity 

explains 62.7% of the total change in Customer Brand Engagement while the 

recorded t-test value of 23.963 and F-test value of 574.207 confirm a statistically 

significant impact of all Brand Authenticity's dimensions on Customer Brand 

Engagement. Subsequently, the following equation (1) was formulated to 

express the concluded results: 

 
 
 
 
 

Relationship r Sig. 

   Brand Authenticity and Customer Brand Engagement 0.792 .01** 
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 Customer Brand Engagement = 0.437 + 0.792 Brand Authenticity 
 

Figure (1) Figure (2) 
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Table (8) 

Pearson Correlation between Brand Authenticity and Marketing Agility 

 

Source: Prepared by the researcher based on the results of the statistical analysis 

(SPSS). 

** Significant level 0.01 

 

A statistically significant relationship is indicated by table (8) between the BA and 

MA with a recorded correlation coefficient (r) of (0.755) at a significant level less 

than (.01). Thus, H2 is accepted were a significant positive impact of BA on MA was 

proved. Moreover, the researcher resorted to the following regression analysis. 

Table (9) 

Effect of the Brand Authenticity" on "Marketing Agility" using Liner Regression 

 

R2 F. test t. test  

β 
Independent 

variables 
Sig. Value Sig. Value 

57% 0.01** 452.866 0.08 1.710 0.265 constant 

0.01** 21.281 0.755 Brand 
Authenticity 

Source: Prepared by the researcher based on the results of the statistical analysis 

(SPSS). 

**Significance level 0.01 

Relationship r Sig. 
Brand Authenticity and Marketing Agility 0.755 .01** 
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Figure (3) Figure (4) 
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As demonstrated in the above table (9) at a level of significance of less than 0.01, 

the recorded coefficient of determination R2 concludes that Brand Authenticity 

explains 57% of the total change in MA while the recorded values of t-test (21.281) 

and F-test (452.866) confirm a statistically significant impact of all BA's dimensions 

on MA. Subsequently, the following equation (2) was formulated to express the 

concluded results: BA = 0.265 + 0.755 BA x 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Source: 

Prepared by the researcher based on the results of the statistical analysis (SPSS). 

** Significant level 0.01 

As demonstrated in the above table (11) at a level of significance of less than 0.01, 

the recorded coefficient of determination R2 concludes that Marketing Agility 

explains 55.3% of the total change in CBE while the values of t-test (20.525) and F-

test (421.281) confirm a statistically significant impact of all MA dimensions on 

CBE. Subsequently, the following equation (3) was formulated to express the 

concluded results: 

CBE = 0.454 + 0.743 MA 
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a- Observed Endogenous Variables: include dependent variable 

CBE, and MA. 

b- Observed Exogenous Variables: Include independent variable 
BA. 

Figure (7) 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure (5) Figure (6) 
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H4: The indirect effect of BA on CBE through the MA. 
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Table (12) 

Estimates of the coefficients of the structural model "Enhancing the CBE through BA: The 

Mediating Role of MA" 

Path Estimate S.E 
Direct 

Effects 
Indirect 
Effects 

Total 
Effects C.R. P-

Value 

Sig. 

MA  BA 0.755 0.042 0.891 0.00 0.891 21.312 0.001** Sig. 

 

CBE 
 MA 0.537 0.062 0.377 0.00 0.377 11.440 0.001** Sig. 

 BA 0.338 0.052 0.706 0.236 0.942 7.201 0.001** Sig. 

  Source: Prepared by the researcher based on the results of the 

statistical analysis (AMOS). 

**Significant level at the 0.05 
 

As shown in the above table (12) at a level of significance of less than 0.05, 

estimates of the coefficients of the structural equation modeling (SEM) concludes 

the following: 

 BA has a positive significant effect on MA recording a critical path (C.R.) 

value of 21.312. 

 MA has a positive significant effect on CBE of a C.R. value of 11.440. 

 BA, has a positive significant effect on CBE with a C.R. value of 7.201. 

 The value of Direct Effects (0.706), the value of Indirect Effects (0.236), 

and the value of Total Effects (0.942). 
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Table (13) demonstrates the path coefficients significance in the final proposed 

model can't be ascertained in order to verify the quality of the overall model 

according to the recorded values of; Chi Square 0.001, goodness of fit index (GFI) 

of 0.999 (For the saturated model a perfect 1), and a root mean square error of 

approximation (RMSEA) 0.098. 

Table (13) 

Quality Assessment Criteria of the Structural Model 

 
Ser. Indicators value 

1 Chi square 0.001 

2 The goodness of fit index GFI 0.999 

3 The root mean square error of approximation RMSEA 0.098 

Source: Prepared by the researcher based on the results of the statistical analysis 

(AMOS). 

Testing statistical significance level of indirect effect by using Sobel test, to measure 

the significance of internal MA which mediates the relationship between BA and 

CBE. The previous results are not significant until after the Sobel test is performed. 

The Sobel test depends on the tabular value (Z-value = 1.96 ), where the value of the 

Sobel test if it is greater than the tabular value (Z-value = 1.96 ) we conclude that the 

model (BA → MA 

→ CBE) is a model of a mediator variable, which mean that the indirect effect is real 

and the converse is true, if the value is less than the table value (Z-value = 1.96 ). To 

calculate the value of the Sobel Test, the researcher used the following Sobel test 

equation: 
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Z value   ab , 

b2 Sa
2  a2 Sb

2
 

 

 

were, a is the regression coefficient of the independent variable on the mediator 

variable, b is the regression coefficient of the mediator variable on the dependent 

variable, Sa is standard error of the relationship between the independent variable 

and the mediator variable and Sb is standard error of the relationship between the 

mediator variable and the dependent variable 

FINDINGS 

the researchers tested seven main hypotheses, the research results can be presented 

and discussed through the following: 

- The research sample was generally inclined towards the agreement on BA 

statements with a mean of 3.66 and a standard deviation of 0.56 with a relative 

importance of 73.26%. The mostly agreed upon statements were; (A brand that 

survives times), (A brand with a history), (A timeless brand), (A brand that survives 

trends), , with relative importance (85.60%), (85.20%), (83%), respectively. While 

the least agreed upon statements were, (An honest brand), (A brand that reflects 

important values people care about), (A brand that gives back to its consumers), with 

Relative importance (67.60%), (67.40%), (66.40%), respectively. 

- The research sample was generally inclined towards the agreement on the CBE 

statements with a mean of 3.37 and a standard deviation of 0.75 with a relative 

importance of 67.59%. The mostly agreed upon statements were; (Brand (Vodafone, 

Orange, Etisalat) captures my attention), (Brand (Vodafone, Orange, Etisalat) is one 

of the brands I usually use when I use a destination brand), with relative importance 
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of (72.20%), (71.20%), and (66.80%) respectively. While the least agreed upon 

statements were; (I feel strong positive emotions when I use brand (Vodafone, 

Orange, Etisalat)), (I'm proud to use brand (Vodafone, Orange, and Etisalat)), (I think 

about the brand (Vodafone, Orange, Etisalat) a lot when I'm using it), with relative 

importance (65.20%), (64.60%), and (64.20%) respectively. 

- The research sample that was generally inclined towards the agreement on the MA 

statements with a mean of 3.52 and a standard deviation of 0.67 with a relative 

importance of 70.55%, The mostly agreed upon statements were; with relative 

importance of (70.55%), (71.20%), (70.60%), (69.20%), and (66.80%) respectively. 

While the least agreed upon statements were; (We periodically review our 

product/service development efforts to ensure that they are in line with what 

customers want), (When we came up with a great marketing plan, we are able to 

implement it in a timely manner), (We respond to our customers„ product/service 

needs), (We make adjustment in dealing with the requirements to cope with 

changing circumstance), (If a major competitor were to launch an intensive 

campaign targeted at our customers, we would implement an immediate response), 

with relative importance (73.60%), (73.40%), (73.20%), (73%), and (72.80%) 

respectively. While the least agreed upon statements were; (Everyone in our 

company is sensitized to listen to latent problems and opportunities in the export 

market), (We anticipate our export market trends and events accurately before they 

are fully apparent), (When some unexpected situation arises, we would rather work 

out with creation/adjustment rather than keeping the original offering), with relative 

importance (68.40%), (67.00%), and (66.60%) respectively. 
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- the general inclination of the research sample is on the agreement on the 

dimensions of the CBE, BA and MA) with mean value of (3.59), a standard deviation 

of (0.61), and with a relative importance of (71.86%). The most important 

dimension was BA followed by MA and CBE, whose relative importance were 

(73.26%), (70.55%), and (67.59%) respectively. 

- The coefficient of correlations is equal (0.755), which means that there is a positive 

relationship between independent variable (BA) and mediating variable (MA). 

- The coefficient of correlations is equal (0.792), which means that there is a positive 

relationship between independent variable (BA) and dependent variable (CBE). 

- The coefficient of correlations is equal (0.743), which means that there is a positive 

relationship between dependent variable (BA) and mediating variable (MA). 

- A statistically significant relationship between the BA and CBE with a recorded 

correlation coefficient (r) of (0.792) at a significant level less than (.01). Thus, H1 is 

accepted were a significant positive impact of BA on CBE was proved. 

- at a level of significance of less than 0.01, the recorded coefficient of determination 

R2 concludes that BA explains 62.7% of the total change in CBE while the recorded 

t-test value of 23.963 and F-test value of 574.207 confirm a statistically significant 

impact of all BA's dimensions on CBE. 

- A statistically significant relationship between the BA and MA with a recorded 

correlation coefficient (r) of (0.755) at a significant level less than (.01). Thus, H2 is 

accepted were a significant positive impact of BA on MA was proved. 
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- at a level of significance of less than 0.01, the recorded coefficient of determination 

R2 concludes that BA explains 57% of the total change in MA while the recorded 

values of t-test (21.281) and F-test (452.866) confirm a statistically significant 

impact of all BA's dimensions on MA. 

- A statistically significant relationship between the MA and CBE with a recorded 

correlation coefficient (r) of (0.743) at a significant level less than (.01). Thus, H3 is 

accepted were a significant positive impact of MA on CBE was proved. 

- at a level of significance of less than 0.01, the recorded coefficient of determination 

R2 concludes that MA explains 55.3% of the total change in CBE while the recorded 

values of t-test (20.525) and F-test (421.281) confirm a 

statistically significant impact of all MA's dimensions on CBE. 

at a level of significance of less than 0.05, estimates of the coefficients of the 

structural equation modeling (SEM) concludes the following: 

 BA has a positive significant effect on MA recording a critical path (C.R.) 

value of 21.312. 

 MA has a positive significant effect on CBE of a C.R. value of 11.440. 

 BA has a positive significant effect on CBE with a C.R. value of 7.201. 

 The value of Direct Effects (0.706), the value of Indirect Effects (0.236), 

and the value of Total Effects (0.942). 

 The demonstrates that the significance of the path coefficients in the final 

proposed model can't be ascertained in order to verify the quality of the 

overall model according to the recorded values of; Chi Square 0.001, 
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goodness of fit index (GFI) of 0.999 (For the saturated model a perfect 1), 

and a root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) 0.098. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The discussion of the results of the current study resulted in the existence of some 

indications at the level of theory and practice, which are evident as follows: 

(1) At theory level: The current study confirmed the important role of BA in 

enhancing CBE, and this study added MA as a mediator variable in the relationship 

between BA and CBE in the Egyptian telecommunications companies under study, 

and then the current study adds to the relatively few literature available in this field 

study Where the researchers did not monitor any precedent in this regard in the 

Egyptian marketing environment - from the research, including working to expand 

the research base in this aspect of marketing studies, and the agreement of the 

results of this study with regard to the level of Brand Authenticity, the level of 

customer brand engagement, and the level of marketing agility with the results of 

many studies conducted in Arab and foreign countries, indicates the existence of 

general practices in marketing with different cultures. 

(2) At application level: The results of the current study and what it confirmed of 

the existence of a statistically significant relationship between BA and the 

participation of customers of the brand in the Egyptian telecommunications 

companies are the subject of study, and the existence of an important role for MA 

as a mediator variable in the relationship between the BA and CBE in the Egyptian 

telecommunications companies under study It gives an indication that ways to 

enhance CBE depend on BA and MA, where the high level of BA (continuity, 
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credibility, integrity, symbolism) and the high level of marketing agility (proactive 

market sensing, speed, flexibility, responsiveness) increases the level of CBE at the 

macro level and for each of its dimensions (cognitive processing, affection factor, 

activation factor) separately. 

Research limitations:  

Despite the contribution of this research in highlighting the importance and 

opportunities to enhance CBE through BA and MA, there are some determinants 

that surround the research and must be referred to, which are the determinants 

associated with the subject of the research and its scope, the measurement process, 

as well as the time determinants associated with the design of the research and the 

procedures for its implementation, where the most important of these 

determinants are as follows: 

(1) academic question about the phenomenon or philosophy of BA, MA and 

CBE as much as it specifically addresses the role of MA as a mediator 

variable in the relationship between BA and CBE, and in this area the 

researcher indicates that this range of research limits is the cornerstone in 

identifying the type and nature of the relationship between BA and CBE, 

also, BA and MA, in addition MA and CBE, which is also the basic rule that 

Egyptian telecommunications companies should start with when studying 

and trying to identify this role and other roles. 

(2) In relation to the previous scope of the research limits, this research is not 

directed to evaluate the performance of the Egyptian telecommunications 

companies under study, and then does not aim to evaluate the areas of 
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work of the Egyptian telecommunications companies as much as it seeks to 

identify the role of MA as a mediator variable in the relationship between 

brand authenticity and CBE, so the researcher relied on the analysis of the 

perceptions of customers of the Egyptian telecommunications companies 

under study About the values of the variables of this research and the 

extent to which these companies are willing to accept the concepts and 

principles of MA, BA and CBE, while evaluating the performance of 

telecommunications companies requires many methodological elements 

to complete the evaluation process such as setting comprehensive 

evaluation standards, various methods of evaluation (methodological 

guide, interviews, observations and field observations on the ground, 

recorded data sources and actual documents), community Integrated 

research (leaders, customers, workers). 

(3) The reliance on the use of perceptual measures is the most important limits 

of this research, where cognitive measures suffer from bias and errors in 

estimation, and future studies must be interested in using objective 

measures based on the transformation of applied reality into elements 

with weighted values that actually reflect this reality and reduce the 

chances of bias and error. 

(4) Despite the importance of the participation of all parties operating in the 

Egyptian telecommunications companies under study in evaluating the 

role of marketing agility as an intermediate variable in the relationship 

between brand authenticity and customer brand engagement, this 
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research was limited to analysing customer perceptions only, which means 

that the data was obtained from a single source, and therefore the 

consequences may be affected by the so-called common bias. 

(5) Place limitations: This research will be conducted on Egyptian telecom 

companies' customers. This study will be limited on users of three mobile 

companies in Egypt, Vodafone, Orange and Etisalat due to the authenticity 

of their brand. 

(6) Topic limitations: This research will tackle the brand authenticity with its 

four factors (correlated model (continuity, credibility, integrity, symbolism) 

(Morhart et al.,2015), and marketing agility with its modified scale of four 

variables (proactive market sensing, speed, flexibility and responsiveness) 

(Khan,2020)., as well as customer brand engagement in terms of (cognitive 

processing, affection and activation), (Hollebeek et al.,2014). 

Further research 

The theoretical and practical aspects of the current study can be strengthened by 

focusing in the future on the following aspects: 

(1) The current study focused on Egyptian telecommunications companies as an 

applied field, but due to the novelty of the concept of brand authenticity, marketing 

agility and customer participation of the brand, the current study suggests that 

future studies address other applied sectors, whether service or production, public 

or private, in order to expand the circle of external credibility of the study model. 

(2) The current study focused on the entrance of the determinants to study, 

understand and analyze the concept of brand authenticity, marketing agility and 
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customer participation of the brand, but good understanding and analysis will not 

be complete without addressing the range of possible outputs of these concepts, so 

the current study proposes to study the role of marketing agility in achieving a 

number of outputs such as new product development, financial performance, 

innovation, marketing excellence, purchase intentions, customer satisfaction and 

loyalty, improving the mental image, and the marketing status of the brand. 

(3) There are some other variables worth studying that can be tested in the context 

of the proposed study model, such as brand fidelity, brand sacredness, and brand 

activism, which may provide a deeper understanding of the relationship between 

the variables under study, and other variables such as brand psychological 

ownership and brand resonance can be centered. 

(4) Future studies can focus on examining the role of some other modified 

variables in that framework, such as the customer's desire for uniqueness of the 

relationship between brand authenticity and customer engagement of the brand. 

(5) The role of brand authenticity can be examined on some other dependent 

variables such as the competitiveness and value of the brand. 
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